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The Syrup 
De-problematization 

 
There was more happening now in respect of Tiara – and, then again, in respect of 

Woman in general, as a matter of fact. It was something that was of utter importance for (the 
Process of) Man and Woman. It gave me the free, basic position needed for the Role of Man 
in the Process of Man and Woman. Without that event, without that Process, I would not be 
writing this book now, not write about Man and Woman, not be the One Man ‘I’ Became 
Who (or That) Radically Understands (Himself and, Wholly Related:) Woman. 

As I have said earlier, for the Real Process of Man and Woman, for Allowing Them to 
Enter the Depth of Life – and Together, and Only Together, Constitute or Be, Embody the 
One – the Two are Needed, Are Indispensable. Usually, in common relationships, however, 
Man, One of the Two, is Absent. There is no Clarity. Man and Woman muddle on somewhere 
in the misty middle. By its Nature the Female Force is so very strong and powerful on earth 
that, in order for the Two Sides, Male and Female, to be There, Man also must be very 
Strong. Man, as His Origin, Is Consciousness, Is Distinction, Is Clarity, Is Overview, Is Truth, 
Is Emptiness, Is Selflessness. Unlike Woman, Man Knows Himself. His Position must be 
Clear. In the Duality of Man and Woman He must, as Consciousness, as Conscious Body, 
Know-See-Feel from Within What, Which Side, He Represents, and leave the Other Side to 
Woman. Seeing the Extremes, Seeing that the Extremes are not the exaggerated, 
extraordinary or crazy version of Reality but Reality Itself, the One Existing (Only) as Two, 
Seeing that it is the other way round, that the blind muddling along in the middle of the road 
which Man and Woman usually do is an inherently unclear dimmed down version of Reality, 
He Finally Totally Respects Both Sides, Both Roles. 

Man, now, no longer has the tendency to help, improve or change Woman in any way 
– at least not as Himself. This urge was an unconscious taking over of one side of Woman. He 
can and does Respond, however, to Woman’s Deeper Call to be Freed from Her Slavery, 
Freed in and by Him, His Heart. But, Consciously. And Freely. He does not have the 
attachment as Woman secretly has: to have to be Free(d) sooner or later, or preferably even 
now already. 

In Woman’s (Unavoidable) Duality of Man and Woman He, indeed, Represents Her 
Side that, on the Deepest Level, Wants to Be Freed from Herself, Freed into His Heart – 
whereas Woman Represents Her Side that Separates from Man and Wants to be Independent, 
to be (beautiful and attractive) Form that can live, enjoy and be fulfilled and fulfilling without 
(His) Heart, without Needing Man. But He as the One Beyond the Two Is at the Same Time 
Free Beyond that, Beyond His (‘Playing’ His Necessary) Role in Woman’s Own Duality. So, 
Man has a Double Role. In Woman’s Duality He is The Free One, the Seeing One, the 
Freeing One, the Undisturbed One, the Peace in the Chaos, the Space in the Cramp, the 
Painless in the Pain. But Simultaneously He is Beyond His Own Role, the Role He cannot but 
Live in Woman’s Duality. In other words, as Man He is, Also, Beyond Man and Woman. He 
is Free from and Beyond having to Be Free and Freeing, Beyond His Male Peace and Space 
and Painlessness and Overview. He can Freely Take (on) and Bind Himself to Woman, let 
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Himself be temporarily blinded and confused. This is Only So, Only True, if Man Knows 
Himself from within, First-hand: as the One and the Two, or: as the One as the Two. This 
Position as True, Whole, Man – Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Ready to Lovingly Fight 
with Woman(’s (Deluding) Force) and Totally Embracing, Surrounding Her in that Love-
Fight – is Only Possible if Man has Gone Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily into Woman’s 
world, into Her Inherent Drama of Duality. It is Possible if He Has Got to Know all about Her 
from within, Directly, without roundabout ways, if it eventually has turned out that He’s not 
lost, not lost in Her Dual, inherently confusing world, but has Arisen out of the sucking 
swamps as Reborn, Resurrected, Wise now. The One Must Go into the Two to be Freed 
Beyond it, to Know Itself as the One – there is no shortcut, no Consciousness that can stay 
Clean. The One Must Go into ‘Problem’ to be(come) Unproblematic. This is, in short, in an 
overview, what has happened to ‘me’. 

It was half a year after Tiara had left. It was not accidentally just after a long retreat of 
intense meditation, not accidentally after Tiara had been so busy with me and had tried, in a 
kind of panic, to reach me at the retreat centre – me being confronted with these two 
extremely different worlds: the Male world of Meditation, Acceptance, Dedication to a 
higher, Selfless, Principle and the Female world of Form, of self-obsession, of dedication to 
(the illusion of) her ‘self’, her form(s). Being confronted with Woman’s world – and after 
meditating so intensely this stood out so clearly now – my body had immediately become 
cramped, aggressive, wanting to break balls. 

The Force of Consciousness was stronger, however. I was not sucked into her world, 
not blinded by Tiara’s strong pull to me. But Seeing continued. ‘My’ buffer was big enough 
now. In the context of this ‘absurd’ difference between the Two Worlds, in the presence of 
Both of them, of the Two, what Happened was that, during a period of 7 to 10 days, all that 
was problematic and that I had associated with by Going into Woman(’s world) – those last 
couple of years, and so intensely, via Tiara – all that I had lived in my own male body as if it 
were my own stuff, heavy stuff, descended and slowly the entire sticky attaching syrup left my 
body that way. It was a most thorough Cleaning Process that certainly did not happen in a 
jiffy, not in a split of an instant like Pure Consciousness (without form) works. But my whole 
Body was involved. From top to toe it was Cleansed, slowly, steadily, thoroughly, from all 
that was problematic in any sense, from Woman Herself. Not any form of catharsis in any 
form of workshop I had attended could have improved or even come close to this result. 
There was no ‘me’ any more who gave the process a helping hand or who wanted it to 
happen, who wanted to be cleaned, released. This was Pure Selfless Consciousness at Work, 
albeit at Work on Physical Level, Which, in a way, is the Deepest Level, paradoxically 
enough. In 7 to 10 days the Male Force Went, from Above, Down and Down and Down 
through my Body Cleansing it from all that could be called ‘problem’. I could follow rather 
accurately in that week where ‘It’ was, how far the Process was – starting at the top of the 
head and after 7 days reaching the toes. A Great Relief. The Duality of Man and Woman had 
become Clear, Directly, right through, in and as my ‘own’ Body. The Male Force had given 
back all that was problematic to Woman. It was Her Side of the Coin. As Man I did not have 
problems. None. It was just not so. It was ‘my’ Nature as Man to be unproblematic, to Be 
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Beyond the Two, the Two That Are Inherently Problematic, Confused, ‘Un-clarifying’, 
always Fighting with each other. It was my nature as Man to Be the One. In the Duality of 
Oneness and Duality ‘I’ – Man – Represented the One, Woman Represented the Two. Man 
Was: Acceptance of the Two – Woman was Fighting Her Own Two. It was of utter 
importance for the Process of Man and Woman to have Clarity in this respect – directly, from 
within, through direct Bodily-Conscious experience – the Process that later I would Go into 
much Deeper than I could have Allowed during ‘my education years’ with Tiara, even though 
I had given it all as far as I could during those years with her. 

My Consciousness-Body had just needed the shock of attuning back to Tiara’s – 
Woman’s – extremely complicated, extremely Dual world, to, in the now strongly present 
Force of Consciousness, be Blown Beyond it, My Body Allowing the Earth to Be Touched by 
Consciousness. It was a Blow that took 7 days, or 10 including the afterglow, the finishing 
work, the finishing touch. Rather exceptional for (whatever parts of the) Process, the 
operation was not painful at all. On the contrary, all the Pain, the whole ‘problematic’ – which 
was the same – was slowly, gradually taken out of my Body. It was a painless surgery. The 
‘syrup’ was the word best fitting to what I felt that happened. In a period of a week a huge, 
very thick, very sticky, darkish, heavy syrup was Drawn or Pushed out of my Body, from top 
down. And everything became Clear – that is: not so much all details but the Basic 
Disposition of Man, and therefore, since Duality became Clear, also the Basic Position of 
Woman. 

Because I had wholly, intensely lived the Drama of Man and Woman from within 
there was no trace or shadow of judgement about Woman (or the way She acted to me, man, 
and the way She saw and experienced things, which seemed to lack Truth to it) to be found 
any more now. Judgement was something of ‘outside’, of ‘looking at something’ while at the 
same time carrying the unconscious dark side inside. Woman, just on the grounds of Her 
Nature of Duality, represented ‘Problem’, the Two That were never at Peace with one another 
and They couldn’t ever be. I couldn’t see any problem with this any more. And this was so 
(only) because there was Clarity. The Syrup had left, had been Drawn or Pushed out from my 
Body. There was ‘Overview’ now. Overview left no space for any form of judgement. What’s 
more, it turned out that the judgements that I had felt during the relationship were not mine 
either. They belonged to Woman; and they were substantial part of the Syrup. It was Woman 
whose life-long project seemed to be to create a perfect Man in her life, at her side and always 
available. If she could not find Him outside, then She tried to Create Him inside. An inherent 
part of that project was ‘judgement’. How otherwise, without judgement, could She create 
perfection? For Man, unlike for Woman, the Opposite Sex was Perfect Already. If there was, 
indeed, a lack of Dedication and Surrender to Truth in Her dealing with Man, then this was 
So, it was Part of the Truth, Perfect as it was. 

 I was not happy that ‘I’ – as Man – had turned out to be the ‘lucky one’, the 
unproblematic one, even though ‘I’, my Body, could and did naturally enjoy the relief that 
had taken place. I didn’t celebrate the fact that Tiara, having tried with all her means and 
energy to problematize me, Man, for two intense years, had turned out to be wrong, that it 
was Proven now, Seen directly from Within instead of increasingly intuited. I didn’t care 
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about being right for its own sake, I just Felt it was Natural that sooner or later the Truth 
should be Known, the Truth whatever it would take, however it would turn out to be. 

The fact of ‘luck’ of being Man and therefore Being basically free of Problem, turned 
out to be relative anyway. Man, by His nature, needs to go in the Direction of Woman. On the 
grounds of the Law of Duality He continuously needs to associate with the Other Side, with 
‘Problem’. Woman, in Her natural Direction, associates with Man, with life being 
unproblematic. And indeed, if She intuitively Feels She needs ‘relief’ from Her problematic 
as Duality, She looks for (the One in) Man. 

But the issue of which Sex was lucky or unlucky was irrelevant anyway, and childish. 
I Knew Man and Woman Are One, One Heart, One Organism with Two Bodies. It didn’t 
matter who had one role to play and who had the other one. Only, Difference Had to Be. And 
Difference Had to be Respected. So, when earlier I said that I could finally give back the 
‘Problem’ to Woman, this didn’t mean at all that, Seeing the Dual Truth of Man and Woman, 
I resigned from my Responsibility as Man regarding Woman. On the contrary. As Man, as the 
unproblematic Free Seeing Side of the Duality, I Represented Responsibility – the Female 
Side, or Unconsciousness, Problematizing the Two, Represented Irresponsibility. It was my 
Task as Man to Show Woman that She is Also Responsible, in the End, for and only because 
She is Part of the One, of Man, of His One Heart. 

By ‘giving back the Problem’ to Woman I meant that I as Man could no longer be 
fooled in any way by the clever and Deluding Female Force, but I could freely, Clearly 
Distinguish now: this is this, that is that. I won’t – and, what’s more, I cannot – leave Her 
alone with the Problem that She somewhere Feels She ‘Is’, but She won’t find any grip, any 
ground here any more for successfully projecting the Problem that She (always) Feels inside 
and that She never wants to be aware of. Originally, by Her Nature, the Problem, the Two, 
Arises in Woman – not in Man, if it were not for the fact that Woman is Part of Him. And this 
Difference is no problem – not at all. It is just so. Reality was never a problem. In fact, finally 
having Radical Clarity in this respect meant a radical de-problematization of the Fight of 
Man and Woman. We didn’t need to project any more. Any form of ‘problem’ could now, in 
principle, be Freely Shared in and with ‘my’ Heart, with Man. It only made sense to share  
‘problem’ with Clarity, with ‘Non-Problem’. Nature, Dual as She Is, was no longer a 
problem. Man and Woman stopped Radically being a problem for me. Man and Woman Were 
Nature, the Only Nature Existing, the Whole Nature Being Dual. 

This Radical De-Problematization was a crucial Part of ‘my’ Work on Man and 
Woman and it was the creation of the Context (only) in which this Work could Happen, could 
Start and Develop, more and more Deeply. ‘Start’, indeed: my being with Tiara had been one 
big extended intense Preparation without which this crucial moment of Clear Seeing could not 
have Taken Place, this Surrender to the Reality of Man and Woman, this Radical Cleanse 
from the Syrup of the Deluding Female Force. It happened all in love, these two years with 
Tiara. Yet, the Manifestation of Love on Earth as Man and Woman had not Happened yet. 
For That, Woman also needs to Surrender, not only ‘me’, not only Man. Also She, sooner or 
later, Needs to Surrender to the One Reality That Man and Woman as Two Are. Tiara could 
not Do That, would never Do That. She was much too afraid. And She didn’t Love Man Deep 
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Enough. She was too much busy with herself instead of Allowing Love. Surrender without 
Love was simply impossible. In her resistance to Man she would never Accept the fact that, 
by nature, problematics arises in her as Woman, not in Man (even though he usually reacts to 
Her ‘problematics’ and takes it over as if it is His own, possibly even to the extent of 
committing suicide).  

 
She was so afraid that, if she would not manage to make ‘man’ the wrong 

one, the arrows of judgement would point in her direction. Having no judgement was 
not possible for her, since the relationship with ‘me’, and in general with men, was far 
from how she thought it should be or how she wished it would be – and, ‘therefore’, 
in Woman’s ‘logic’, someone, one of the two must be doing something wrong. She 
was afraid that if man discovered her very dark He wouldn’t want or even could not 
be with her any more. Here, as usual, she projects her own position on Man. It is she 
who is Attracted to the Light in Man – to His Heart, in Fact – but, in the Duality of 
Man and Woman at least, Man is Attracted by the Other Side, by Woman’s Darkness; 
so the whole endeavour of Woman to present herself as loving and so on is for 
nothing, in a way – although much more can be said about this. Anyway She can’t 
believe that a human being would want to or could bear the dark egoic shit that she 
knows intuitively is inside herself. 
 
Only if Man is Present as He Is – which means, consequently, that He Himself doesn’t 

have any problem whatsoever – the Process of Man and Woman can Begin, the Required 
Two are There, the Two Who Together (and Only Together) can Create the Fire as the Fuel 
for the Process, the Process of Man and Woman, of the Formless and the Form, the Painless 
and the Pain, the Non-Problem and the Problematizing. 

The Other Requirement for the Process is, as I have mentioned earlier, that Man 
Knows Woman from Within (and as Part of) Himself; it is an even Deeper and certainly also 
more Painful Ordeal to be Taken that far, that Deep into life. Never before in human history 
these two, indissolubly interwoven, Requirements have been Present, United in a Male Body. 
I’d have to Do It Alone, Initiate It on Earth. 

I’m happy – in Woman’s name – that in my process with Tiara (and in spite of my 
defence of myself in the beginning) I hadn’t gone into acting sturdily and that I had not 
stopped her acting out her Female Force – or else I would not have Got to Know Woman 
from Within. This, Vulnerable, way made it possible to Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily 
and gradually, increasingly consciously Go into the Eternal Drama of Man and Woman. 
Otherwise ‘My’ Entering the Earth as Heart would have been totally impossible. If ‘I’ had 
done it rather in (what would have seemed to be) a ‘strong’ way and had stopped Tiara from 
acting out ‘her’ Ego, I, if she had accepted it to be stopped (which was very unlikely), and had 
repressed her Ego then, would have gotten what I seemed to want – instead of what the 
Living Heart Needed to Show: Woman, Naked, without masks. I didn’t want anything for and 
as myself, however, not even Woman’s surrender to (‘me’ as) Man, despite the fact that there 
was nothing more attractive than that. I didn’t even want that, if it was not True, if there was 
any form of ‘self’ involved, whether this was ‘her’ self that would have been very happy 
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when it could finally surrender and rest in man’s arms and heart, or ‘my’ self that instead of 
bearing the painful reality would have forced a, premature and egoically based, breakthrough 
in the drama of man and woman. 

I’m happy I hadn’t confused Man with sturdiness in whatever form, with showing 
initiative, energy, power, consciousness, overview, let alone muscles, but had let the whole 
misery that ‘I’ – simply by being ‘Man’ to whatever depth at that moment – had triggered in 
the relationship, come to the surface, be felt in the Heart, had handed it over to the Heart. 

If it would have made sense giving credit in making it possible for Man here to 
become so Clear, Clean, Obvious as Itself, then certainly most of it went to Tiara. She, 
exceptionally, stuck it out with me for two years. Dedicatedly, tirelessly – and although not 
very consciously – she kept giving me Woman’s Problem, ‘so that’ Man could Absorb, 
Digest and Free Himself Beyond it. Beyond herself, she Wanted to have the Heart-Man Down 
on Earth, even though she tried and had to try the impossible: fitting, squeezing Him into her 
form-world, and even though she could not follow me. 

First she had tried it with Wessel, also a heart-man like I was. But he was not able to 
transcend the whole amount of Pain that his body got to bear and he developed serious 
problems with his stomach; he couldn’t digest the cramp that had been offered. No, the man 
who could Do this mega-job had to be Bodily very, if not extremely, Present – not ‘sturdy’. 
He had to be totally free in living emotions in the conscious Body almost like one chews food 
and he should have no (insurmountable) trouble with swallowing and digesting. He should be 
Willing and Capable of Letting Go of Woman again and again and again and again without 
reacting, without going away himself (as a reaction to and acting out of Woman’s Resistance 
to Be with Man and Her Inner Drama of Leaving, of having to leave, of Separation between 
Man and Woman). He should be Willing and Able to let Go of Energy, of the Syrup of 
Shakti, and therefore seemingly (almost) die. If so, if He was Willing and Able, He was 
prepared to Function as Man in Woman’s world. That Man Manifested in this Body. 

Without knowing Tiara had done a great job. Again and again she had offered me shit 
on my plate, cramp, lie, darkness, manipulation, to eat – and ‘my’ Heart kept eating – to 
Pierce through it, to Surrender to it, to learn to, in the end, not want anything for myself, to 
learn to Distinguish that I had never wanted anything for myself anyway. Man doesn’t Want 
anything. It was she who had given me the time and the material to Discover this. She gave 
me time enough to See through the Lie of all of Woman’s Projection on Man, she with her 
endless list of projections on ‘me’ – projection almost as an art, a lifestyle, an egoic need 
anyway, a strategy for survival. She had given me time to See how indestructible ‘my’ Love, 
Love Itself, was, and that this Love was Man’s Being as His Heart. I was Shown how Woman 
could not really Love – at least not as the Female Separative Side of Her Duality, not without 
Her Surrender to Man. I was shown how, in all contraction, her throat tried to squeeze out the 
words that were considered necessary to make me believe that she loved me but that were not 
Straightforward, not emerging from a heart overflowing with love but that were rather part of 
a strategy for preventing me to leave her, for deluding me to believe or even feel that there 
was a mutual love in our relationship. I was Shown Woman’s Slavery of Having to 
Manipulate Man, including the way He thinks and experiences, again and again through many 
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seemingly innocent little daily things, words, gestures, behaviour, such as, for example, the 
use of this simple sentence, expressed in a certain tone: ‘What are you saying?’ when her ego 
didn’t like at all what I had just said and she wanted to erase ‘my’ truth and exchange it for a 
‘better’ version of reality that fitted her seeming interests as woman. I was Shown how very 
deep Woman’s Resistance to Man was embedded in Her, a deep deep natural Resistance to 
Surrendering to Him, Wanting Him instead to surrender to Her world – something so 
radically against the Divine Dual Nature of Man and Woman (and yet having its place in It) 
that I could never really do that, only try to a certain extent, to find out the Truth beyond it. 

What had been very relevant in the Process of Manifestation of My Freedom As Man 
was the fact that I had not gone to Tiara just after the retreat in spite of a very strong Female 
Force claiming me, pulling me into Her, in spite of her begging me in the Dark to go to her 
and put my arms around her. If I had gone to her, the Syrup would not have left me. What’s 
more, it was because I had ‘said’ No to her, to Woman’s Wanting me in the Dark, to have 
‘Me’ for herself – an Egoless ‘No’, which was a ‘Yes’ to the Divine Woman – that the Syrup 
could have been pulled out of me. The Manifestation of the Confrontation between Man and 
Woman was highly important, indispensable. If I hadn’t gone to her anyway but without 
having being tested in the world of form, of Woman, without having met this confrontation 
between Woman’s Seduction of ‘me’ and Consciousness as ‘Me’ withstanding it, the Syrup 
would not have moved. The Divine Process of Man and Woman Happened not merely on 
Consciousness Level – the Manifest Level, the world of Form, was Integral Part of It. Form 
and Consciousness were not merely Opposites. They ‘Cooperated’ and were Directly Related, 
They Happened Simultaneously – possibly with a seeming time lag in between – if there was 
no Ego in between. In Man’s World They Were One. 

I, the Heart, had to be available for Tiara, for Woman, in the Dark, on call, with or 
without using words while calling. Now Man made a fundamental difference – here on earth. 
Tiara’s panic had not, not in the first place, been connected with the dark guy. He was ‘just’ 
the trigger. It was related to having control over ‘me’, over ‘Man’, over his eternal availability 
to serve her interests in the Dark. And it had to manifest, this fundamental Change. I was no 
longer available, at least not for Woman’s Ego smiling and waving in the Dark at ‘me’. My 
Heart, however, was all the more Available for Her from now on, now that it could not be 
Deluded any more. 

With ‘problematic’ – with the Syrup – leaving my Body, the whole relationship with 
Tiara had left me, just like all my (attempts of) relationships with other women. What a huge, 
incredible and yet Subtle Relief. Basically I was a Free Man now – a Free Man who, indeed, 
could not, not fundamentally at least, be Deluded by Woman any more. I Saw that, in a way 
and in Fact, I had never been Deluded by Her, not Truly – albeit on manifest level I certainly 
had been, just like all men since they were born into this Female Earthly Domain under a 
seemingly warm but suffocating blanket of Unconsciousness, Unclarity, in the Dark wherein 
Ego could easily mask itself as Love, in the Syrup that was so sticky and powerful that 
whenever one tried to lift a leg it was immediately pulled back by a force many times as 
strong. I had never been truly Deluded; only, it had taken a while, a long while, before the 
Syrup was out, digested, transcended. Meditation was needed for that. If Woman, Beyond 
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Herself, tried to fool ‘me’, Man, I didn’t Fight with Her. The Heart took Its time letting the 
Truth Wholly Transpire and Shine through, when the moment for that had arrived. 

After the Syrup, now that Clarity had Appeared, everything was different regarding 
my relation with woman. From now on I was, for one thing, not happy any more ‘having’ or 
being with a woman – although I was not against being with her either, not at all: it felt very 
natural, as natural as natural could be. From now on I, my Heart, allowed a woman to be 
happy with ‘me’, with Man’s Heart, instead. 

The Smell of Truth had always hung around me – and percolated from my Body. Now 
that the Female Deluding Syrup was gone, Truth had Space to Make Itself Known. Nothing 
could stop It any more from Becoming Clear. Even when I was very busy that year and going 
a lot into the outside world, (much) more so than in the previous 10 years, It would Come 
anyway. It was too Strong. 


